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Abstract
Recommender systems show users' products, songs, and political points of view that are
similar to content that they have already seen or previously indicated that they like. While
these methods are useful for generating sales and clicks, they are not necessarily
successful at exposing users to disparate content. Art I Don’t Like is a Web-based
interactive art experience that provides personalized content to users and emphasizes the
introduction of disparate content. We suggest a new “anti-recommender” system that
provides content that is aesthetically related in terms of low-level features but challenges
the implied conceptual frameworks indicated by initial user selections. Furthermore, we
demonstrate an application of recommender technologies to visual art in an effort to
expose users to a broad range of art genres. We present details of a prototype
implementation trained on a subset of the WikiArt dataset, consisting of 52,000 images of
art from 14th- to 20th-century European painters, along with feedback from users. Art I
Don’t Like is on the web at http://www.artidontlike.com.
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Introduction
This work is motivated by a concern about current recommender system technology and
personalization algorithms. As people spend a considerable amount of time on the
Internet, their views on politics and social issues are shaped by the information they
consume online. Internet users may not realize that algorithms have been developed to
give them personalized content. By removing access to opposing viewpoints,
personalization can lead to filter bubbles—a term coined by Eli Pariser to describe a type
of intellectual isolation that occurs as a result of personalization algorithms. These
algorithms present information to users based on previously viewed content and content
viewed by similar users. Users have little exposure to contradicting viewpoints and have
become unknowingly trapped in a digital bubble (Pariser, 2011). The recommender
systems community is aware of this tendency, and researchers have explored ways to
mitigate content isolation. Some solutions include improving the transparency of these
systems (Cosley, 2003; Cacheda, 2011; Forbes, 2013), giving the user control over the
settings of the personalization algorithms (Hirschmeier, 2018), and using new
technologies to make recommender-system technology more understandable (Forbes,
2012). However, these solutions do not necessarily challenge the core underlying
assumption of such methodologies, which is that users want to be presented with content
that is as similar as possible to content they have indicated that they like. In addition,

these solutions are not always clearly explained to the public, making them less aware of
the impact that recommender systems have on their Internet experience.

Figure 1: Users are asked to select the paintings they like from a group of nine paintings. Our antirecommender system scans each of them and recommends a painting which is dissimilar to the selections
made by the user.

Art I Don’t Like (artidontlike.com) is a Web-based interactive art experience that
provides personalized content to users. Art I Don’t Like suggests content by prompting
users to pick artworks that they find visually appealing. This anti-recommender system
then returns an artwork that is dissimilar to the selected content. This system will expose
users to a broader range of art, and shed light on how recommendations are made. This
project gives users a digital space to view and interact with art that they have not
specifically searched for and probably would not search for. In this way, the
recommender system concept has been expanded to allow for serendipity and
exploration. An example of output based on user input is shown in Figure 1.
Increasingly, museums are using technology to digitize collections, reach new patrons,
and disseminate information about art and cultural objects (Gentile, 2011; Risseeuw,
2016; Petrelli, 2017). This project offers another way that museums can utilize emerging
technologies for visual art dissemination. This project also responds to people’s desire for
personalized art experiences. Many museums want to provide users with a digital, online
space to view and interact with art. Users can access the site from their homes on a
personal computer or via a digital kiosk or installation in a museum or gallery space.

Related Work
Recommender systems are usually classified into three types: content-based,
collaborative, and hybrid (Su, 2009). Content-based recommender systems show the user
items similar to the ones the user rated highly in the past (Adomavicius, 2005). For

example, a movie recommender system classifies movies based on genre, actors, general
rating, and other characteristics. It then looks for other movies with classifications similar
to movies the user has viewed and rated highly in the past. Over time, content-based
systems learn about user taste and preferences either implicitly or explicitly (Ricci, 2015).
On the other hand, collaborative recommender systems show the user items that people
with similar tastes and preferences have liked in the past. Amazon’s system for
recommending books is an example of a collaborative recommender system (Su, 2009).
Finally, hybrid systems utilize a mix of both content-based and collaborative system
technology (Ricci, 2015). Hybrid systems can combine content-based and collaborative
recommender systems in several ways. They can apply both methods separately and
merge the predictions from both systems or incorporate some characteristics of one
approach into the other (Ricci, 2015). This combination is used to avoid some of the
limitations of content-based and collaborative recommender systems.
The three categories of recommender systems have several known drawbacks and
limitations. For collaborative recommender systems, mapping similar users can be
ineffective when providing recommendations. Users with similar opinions about many
items and, therefore, considered similar, can totally disagree about others (Cacheda,
2011). Similarly, capturing users’ opinion as a number on a scale can be ineffective.
Many recommenders represent a user’s opinion about an item as a single number on a
rating scale. These scales vary widely in their granularity (Cacheda, 2011). Conversely,
content-based recommender systems require a great deal of feedback from users and a
significant level of user involvement (Cosley, 2003). Users can receive targeted content
that is not balanced and skews towards content that companies want users to see
(Hirschmeier, 2018). An issue with all recommender systems is the potential lack of
transparency for users. The way in which recommender systems connect similar items or
similar users can be unclear to users. Users might not be aware that Facebook is
presenting different information to them based on personalization algorithms
(Zuiderveen, 2016).

Methodology
Data Set and Network Architecture
Although this system can be trained with paintings from any time period or region, our
initial dataset consists of 52,000 paintings from WikiArt. This dataset was extracted by
Tan, et al. (2018) as part of a project to improve conditional image synthesis. They
categorized the art by artist and genre—23 artists and 27 art genres are represented. We
transformed the WikiArt dataset to suit our classifiers. We used two helper scripts to
group the paintings based on artist and genre, then we created one-hot encodings for
artists and genres. We instantiated two neural networks using MobileNet, one for
classifying the artist and one for classifying the genre. MobileNet is built on TensorFlow,
an open source library for numerical computation developed by Google (Abadi, 2016).
MobileNet is a convolutional neural network used for classification trained on a huge
image database called ImageNet (Sandler, 2018). This allowed us to apply transfer
learning. We began with a model that had been trained on another problem and retrained
the last few layers for our specific application. MobileNet has eleven layers, each with a
3 x 3 filter. The first layer of each sequence has a stride 5, and all others use stride 1. The

classifiers return a confidence score for each artist and genre. Figure 2 is a digital image
of the input painting, “A Bank of Canal” by Pablo Picasso, which we resized to a 128 x
128 pixel .jpeg file before classifying it using our artist and genre networks. Figure 3
(left) shows the results of the artist neural network after being run with this painting. The
classifier is 99.071% confident that this piece was painted by Picasso, .724% confident
that this piece was painted by Kustodiev, .147% confident that this piece was painted by
Konchalovsky, .024% confident that this piece was painted by Renoir, .024% confident
that this piece was painted by Roerich, and .005% confident that this piece was painted
by Chagall or van Gogh. Figure 3 (right) shows the results of the genre neural network
after being run with the painting.

Figure 2: A Bank of Canal by Picasso is an example from our training set.

Figure 3: Our artist classifier gives a confidence score for the input painting with regard to the artists on
which we trained (left). We also trained a genre classifier which gives confidence scores for an input
painting with regard to the genres on which we trained (right). We leverage the output from both of these
classifiers to select the dissimilar output in the Art I Don’t Like application.

Anti-Recommender System
The networks are used to provide confidence scores for the artists and genres for which
they were trained. We are interested in the lowest non-zero scores, which we use to
determine dissimilarity. Our system selects artists and genres that have received less than
a .01% confidence score. For example, for Picasso’s A Bank of Canal, our artist network
was <.01% confident it was painted by Chagall or van Gogh, and similarly, our genre
network was <.01% confident that it was a work belonging to the genres of Romanticism,
New Realism, or High Renaissance, as shown in Figure 4. Our anti-recommender system
will return a piece of art that is categorized as van Gogh or Chagall, and Romanticism,
New Realism, or High Renaissance. Because van Gogh and Chagall do not have
paintings in the genres of Romanticism, New Realism, or High Renaissance, an artwork
from any artist from the genres Romanticism, New Realism, or High Renaissance will be
returned to the user.
User Interaction
The landing page of the website shows nine pieces of art from our dataset. In this grid,
the pieces have been resized for continuity, but the user can click on each piece to see the
original size, as shown in Figure 4. The user is prompted to select the pieces of art that
he/she likes, and submit their choices. Our network classifies each piece of art and
determines the most dissimilar piece in the dataset. After the user is presented with the
first piece of dissimilar art, he/she has the option of choosing more pieces of art to seed
the process again. Our users can visit the “information” section to understand how our

system made those recommendations are made. They can learn about our recommender
system, and how we’ve used neural networks to classify art. We hope that the process of
showing users new pieces of art, and exposing them to other users’ opinions, will
challenge their opinions of the type of art that they like.

Figure 4: The interface of our system shows nine paintings in a grid format. Users can click on the images
to see them in their original resolution.

Discussion and Further Work
We conducted a series of interviews with three arts experts to obtain initial feedback
about Art I Don’t Like and to generate ideas for future iterations of the project. Our
experts were Stacy Kamehiro and Kyle Parry, faculty of the History of Visual Arts and
Culture department at University of California, Santa Cruz, and Nina Simon, head of the
Santa Cruz Museum of Art and History. Each of the experts appreciated our efforts to
create an engaging interactive application to increase audience awareness of art history.
Kamehiro found Art I Don’t Like to be a promising tool for fostering learning about
lesser known artists and periods of art history. She also suggested that we present users
with paintings that range from most to least similar based on the paintings that the user
chose that they liked. Parry gave helpful feedback on the some of the design choices of
our current implementation. He also acknowledged that while our initial dataset was
adequate for the developing the neural networks used in the project, we should consider
including a wider range of artworks. He further recommended that we retrain our neural
networks when introducing new data to ensure that the classifiers are not biased. Nina
Simon was very interested in the underlying idea of using visual art as a way to
encourage users to broaden their opinions, and encouraged us to study the use of Art I
Don’t Likein real world scenarios in order to refine the project.
Additionally, we presented a post-use survey to graduate students in the Computational
Media department at University of California, Santa Cruz. We received eight responses to
the open-ended questions which included “How would you use this website?,” and “What
are your initial thoughts about the website?” Representative feedback included the
following comments:
•

I like the idea of a art website that exposes me to art that I might not normally encounter,
because I wouldn’t seek it out/identify with similar things.

•

•
•

The idea itself is cool, but it’s also valuable to notice that the system itself forces the user
to become aware of “echo chambers” in their own interactions. The information page is
very useful in that sense. I would hope that general users would take the time to read
through it and not just stay on the anti-recommender page.
I like it! I would have my friends do it too and see what they get—it could generate
discussions between us.
I think having more options to choose from would be good—I’m not sure if the current
sample size is enough to determine my taste in art.
The current prototype of Art I Don’t Like is designed to be used on a personal computer
via a web browser. However, it can also be used in museums and gallery spaces. For
example, it can be integrated into a welcome kiosk in a museum atrium. To do this, we
can upload the collections on display at the museum. The user can choose pieces that they
have seen and like during past visits, and the system will return pieces of art that the user
might not be familiar with. Along with this, we will develop the functionality to map out
the locations of these pieces of art in the museum and send the map to the user. This will
create a personalized museum experience for the users who want an opportunity to view
new art and learn about their own art preferences.
For future iterations of Art I Don’t Like, we plan to continue exploring approaches to
introducing lesser-known artists and genres to users. For instance, we will investigate
alternative ways define our dissimilarity metric to retrieve additional types of artworks.
Art from dissimilar genres can at the same time be similar in other ways, such as sharing
subject matter or compositional arrangement. Currently, we make the assumption that
users will have less exposure to art that is of a different genre than art that they profess to
like, and we will explore additional ways to generate profiles of user interests. As noted
by our experts, a limitation of our initial implementation of Art I Don’t Like concerns our
default dataset of artworks. The dataset consists entirely of paintings from 14th-to-20th
century European painters. Of course, this is not a comprehensive database of artworks,
and we will extend our database to include artworks from many cultures and to include
contemporary artworks. Additionally, user interaction does not currently have any impact
on the results of the recommender system for later users. We plan to incorporate user
feedback in training the neural network to understand similar and dissimilar artworks.
Personalization algorithms and recommender systems connect users and the information,
products, or experiences they seek. We present Art I Don’t Like as an example of a
recommender system that maximizes the distances between objects and pushes toward
the boundaries of similarity, which emphasizes the need for serendipity and diversity.
The system can be accessed online (http://www.artidontlike.com), and source code and
data is also available. (https://github.com/CreativeCodingLab/ArtIDontLike.)
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